Glass in Windows and Facades in Germany

Description: The report Market Forecast Glass in Windows and Facades for Commercial Construction analyzes the total market and individual segments. You get an overview of the development of the total market and segments for example Applications (Curtain Wall, Closed-Cavity Facades, Rainscreen Cladding, Spandrel Wall, Skylights, Window Ribbons, Windows), further divided in Type of glass (sun protection glass, heat insulation glass, combination, regular clear glass), sun protection (mobile stationary) Glazing Type (Double, Triple), Glass Color (float glass, extra white, colored), lamination (laminated, non laminated) and further information about trends concerning glass format (<6m/<6m) and shared of bended glass) different applications such as Partition walls, furnitures, floors, and many more and glass types such as float glass, laminated glass or thoughened glass. The report presents market forecasts for all product segments and regions for the upcoming three years, based on econometric models. The Competition Analysis compares Market shares of the TOP manufacturers by different categories such as for product groups in term of quantity and value for the last two business years as well as rankings and changes in market shares.

You also receive Information about the most important Factors of Influence concerning this market.

1) Market Structure: Definition and demarcation of product groups, different applications and further segments.
2) Market Drivers: Executive summary of the most important factors of influence
3) Total Market Analysis: Overview about the development of the total market and the individual segments as well as forecasts for the next three years
4) Methodology and Data Sources: The market and competitive analysis is conducted through interviewing the most important manufacturers in the respective industry. All data is cross-checked for plausibility and evaluated by means of additional sources of information. The market models and forecasts are based on economic indicator models, which are developed individually for each market. The influencing factors are analyzed by means of multivariate regression analysis and updated each year. The economic indicators and environmental data are a result of secondary research of prestigious statistical institutes and are supplemented by internal market analyses.
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